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We believe that the purpose of AP regional IGF proposed theme is to invite **Enhanced Cooperation BETWEEN** the Internet Users Constituencies and all other Stakeholders to ensure that the standardization of code of ethics ‘ضابطہ اخلاق’ is properly implemented according to the fundamental needs of the Internet Communities. If there is a gap founded in the policies and reported or suggested at local or national levels, it should be highlighted at global level to engage global policy development institutions.

So, in short APrI GF 2013 conference is formed with the commitment of a common dialogue to understand the regional needs of good governance towards a **Secure, Convenient, Vibrant, Equivalent and Desirable Internet.**
IGFPAK Workshop Objective

With the same context of our believe, we proposed a workshop for the enhanced cooperation among the Internet User communities and the stakeholders inviting their attention for the local, national, regional and global needs for the development of global policies for the good governance of the Internet sphere. We should emphasize our extending focus and evaluate the current Internet System and its contents and its users. We should know that what kind of contents we have, what kind of safety & protection we are providing to our users and what kind of Internet we are handing over to Our Next Generation, to THE INNOCENT MINDS.

So, using this platform of AP regional IGF 2013, we invite Enhanced Cooperation of Internet Users Constituencies and all other Stakeholders to re-think and establish code of ethics ‘ضابطہ اخلاق’ for the foundation of a good, clean healthy and useful Internet that is secure and accessible for everyone lining anywhere in the world and without any fear or any threat to the end users. This is the fundamental need for peaceful and healthy atmosphere of the Internet Sphere.
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Imran Ahmed Shah

Opening Introduction
&
Workshop Objective,
Problems Identification and Recommendations
Security

- Online Safety of the age-group-base Users for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters’.
- Mechanism & Awareness to protect them from Online Threats.
- Security and Protection of their personal information like their profiles and identity.
- Awareness about the online threats, safety & protection.
Legislation

- Privacy & Human Rights for age-base Internet Users (Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters).
- Obligations for Source Provides for Abuse Internet Contents
  - Who provides Web Hosting Services
  - Who provide Connectivity to Upload/Download
  - Who help in propagation of Abuse Contents
  - Who support facilitate hacking and phishing
Creative Ideas to be supported

- like new IDN gTLDs e.g dotKID(S), or dotBaby
- like every newborn baby would have an Internet Address and when s/he will start using internet for communication, will have global multi-lingual email id.
- Separate Internet Devices for the Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters
- Free Internet Service for these devices
- Especially developed Web/Mobile Apps and Download Utilities for age-base Users.
- Separate versions of Browsers for these age-base Users on their devices.
- Separate versions of Search Engine that will a database of only certified and age-base classified contents/websites/utilities/videos and applications to respond to queries.
Invites stakeholders to represent collective or individual efforts, acknowledge their initiatives, and develop central repository highlighting achievements.

- There are many organizations who are working on the same theme for the safety & protection of kids from Online Threats, but it's time to engage/unite them on a single platform to share their experience and deliver it to the Internet Communities jointly and globally.

- We should also recognize the needs, efforts, and initiatives of the new generation.
Desirable Internet

It is time for the foundation of a Civilized Internet.

- Similar to Internet Watch Foundation (IWF), (who prepare a list of Adult Contents which has to be blocked by ISPs by default), we strongly recommend to develop a white-list through some automatic mechanism/procedure for the categorization/classification of Networks, Utilities, Cloud Hosting Service, Websites & Contents. We have to identify what is right and what is wrong. What is safe for our innocent minds: Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters.
Contents Rating Mechanism:
A Contents Rating Mechanism is applied for Video Movies, Television and Satellite Channels that is something like this:

- This rating system varies in different regions of the worlds but at least its implemented and available publically in general.
- But in term of Internet Videos, Movies or Smart/ IP TVs these rules regulations are not implement yet. We have need its implementation.
Contents Rating Mechanism:
Contents rating for HTML webpages is also available in form of following Meta Tags:

- You can use one of the following values:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta Tag Rating</th>
<th>Movie Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safe For Kids</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>PG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Years</td>
<td>PG-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mature</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Example of Use: `<meta name="rating" content="value">`<br>`<meta name="rating" content="Safe For Kids">`
Contents Rating Mechanism:
1. This tag was invented to work with parental control software for website contents. It's similar to the movie rating system.
2. If you wish to rate your page's audience appropriateness, use the rating meta tag.
3. This meta tag is often used to let the web-surfers know about the content is appropriate for them or not.
4. There is no a set form of this tag, nor is there any official statement from the W3C.
5. We need a compulsory identification of the web contents.
Contents Rating Mechanism:

1. Very shortly we are submitting a request to the IETF to release a new RFC for standardization & compulsory identification of Internet Contents & Utilities either it relates to the delivery of Text or Video base contents to the end users.

2. We request ISOC Regional/Global and ICANN’s Supporting Organizations for their support and endorsement of our RFC request to IETF.
**Wish List:** Wish list of civilized Internet includes:

- Certified Databases of Web Contents, Pages, Websites, Videos and Applications with age-base classification
- Special Search Engines for age-base users.
- Promote Informative & Educational Materials
- The development of Multi O/S Internet Browsers for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters.
Desirable Internet

- Free & Easy Internet Access (on Internet enabled Kids Devices) at their home and Schools
- Free Email Systems (e.g. KidsEmail.org)
- Safe and Vibrant Social Networking Websites
- Multilogue Platform for Governance of ‘Internet for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters’
- Engaging Children’s Guardians & Teachers for Dialogue on Code of Conduct
- Requests Internet Society for age-group and language base Chapters of Internet Communities rather than state-base chapters only for the Internet Users & communities familiar with English.
Advocacy for Legislation: National and International Anti-Cybercrime-Law is required for the protection of innocent minds of our next generation. Legislation with appropriate fine or punishment may reduce the followings:

- Obscene/ Pornographic/ Stimulating Abuse Contents e.g. Pictures & Graphics, Videos & Literature.
- Hosting, uploading, transferring, selling the Obscene/ Pornographic/ Stimulating Abuse Contents (e.g. as a web service).
- Downloading, Viewing up to the extent of addiction, reselling the Obscene/ Pornographic/ Stimulating Abuse Contents.
Desirable Internet

Enhanced Cooperation for Standardization of Code of Ethics and formation of Civilized Internet:

- Civilized Internet is only possible with the Global engagement for sharing social responsibilities.
- Secure and Safe Database of Contents and Utilities are only possible by a unique global certification association and trustworthy authority to serve in local communities according to their national bylaws for the benefit of a common user.
- We invite Users/Business Constituencies and all stakeholders: Let us join our hands together for the formation of a global consortium to form a Secure, Convenient, Vibrant, Equivalent, and Desirable ‘Internet for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters’.
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Yuliya Morenets

Executive Director of TaC-Together against Cybercrime International EU/France

Opening Introduction & Workshop Objective, Problems Identification and Recommendations
Introductory Videos

1. Switch to Video from Communicator

2. Switch to Video from the Web

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDf6ntTW2Bc
Audio is in French Language
I would like now to summarize the points I raise in my brief video message:

1. Need of further research to have the correct data, to be able to develop appropriate strategies in the field of Child online protection. Need of Research framework. TaC is happy to share the developed Research framework, see: http://www.commonwealthigf.org/blog/risks-and-responsibilities-online-how-to-empower-vulnerable-children-online/

2. Need to continue the work on legal frameworks at national/regional levels, and to include aspects such as electronic transactions, privacy and data protection, harassment and others, as it is done by the Arab countries, I refer to the Initiative which is under development by ITU/Arab countries on the legal framework on child online protection for Arab region countries.
3. Need for capacity building programs, with specific focus for different target groups, such as vulnerable children and Youth. And here we need not only to speak about child online protection, but also how to empower this target groups in the field of safe and responsible use of the Internet. The new gTLDs program will be of a great development as will allow children to enjoy opportunities that Internet offers in their native language and this will be of a great opportunity for the most vulnerable of them.

In this regard, TaC is happy to share its Initiative on the empowerment of vulnerable children and Youth.

See: http://www.commonwealthigf.org/blog/risks-and-responsibilities-online-how-to-empower-vulnerable-children-online/

4. We need to engage young people in the discussion around safe and responsible use of the Internet, to have their opinion and better identify their needs.

We are happy to brig the message of French Youth in the field, see You Tube video. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDf6ntTW2Bc
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Dr Wang Shengkai

Senior Engineer at China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC) China

Sharing his comments on Security & Protection of Internet for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters
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Dr Wang Shengkai

- Comments and Recommendations
  1. Switch to Communicator
Minsu Park and Sung Kyum Park
on behalf of Professor Ms. YJ Park

State University of New York (SUNY), Korea

Sharing his comments on
Internet for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters
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Donghwan Oh

KISA, Korea

Sharing his comments & experience in South Korea about Internet for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters
Min-Sik Choi  
KINTERNET, Korea  

Sharing his comments & experience in South Korea about Internet for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters
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David Ng

dotKIDS Foundation,
Hong Kong
Elaine Chung

dotASIA,
Hong Kong
Ms Yannis Li

dotKIDS Foundation,
Hong Kong

Sharing his comments & experience in Hong Kong about Internet for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters
Irfan Shahid
AEON Telecom,
Pakistan

Sharing his comments & experience in Pakistan about Internet for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters
Comments and Recommendations

A Recorded Message – .MP4
www.awami.com/security/
Comments and Recommendations

A Recorded Message – .MP4 

...Text...
I am Irfan Shahid...you must have seen my profile... from last couple of years I am engaged with various online providers...and currently serving as an entrepreneur running a software company and a health care manufacturing concern...

First of all let me thanks Mr. Shah for providing me an opportunity to speak on such a valuable cause which is having serious impacts on our coming generations.

Its very important to identify ....the problem .....and set the right direction.... right now.. so that we could save our coming generations

Because of excessive use of internet based games ....and other online activities..... our children are becoming weaker, less muscular and unable to do physical tasks that previous generations can found it very simple
I was reading a research some time back about the impact on children's health caused by the shift away from outdoor activities to computer based activities includes gaming and internet....

They found that:
- The number of sit-ups 10-year-olds can do declined by 27.1% in last decade
- Arm strength fell by 26% and grip strength by 7%
- While one in 20 children could not hold their own weight when hanging from wall bars, one in 10 could not do.....

Almost two decades back when internet was not penetrated in Pakistan as of today, we have our children much more socially active and centric towards the real knowledge.. today they might have much more information but lack to transform that information into knowledge and.... to bring something productive for the real world.

It's vital to put limits on virtual world.. thought it be browsing, protecting from pornography, or addiction of facebook.

I be more than happy if I could be of any input, any contribution.. because its ultimately it’s about my family.. my children.. and yours too...

Thank you all .... and specially Mr. Shah for such a dedicated and committed effort..

Irfan Shahid

...txt....
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Dr Razi Iqbal
Youth Leader IGFPakistan,
Research Scientist (AP)
Al-Khawarizmi Institute of Computer Science
University of Engineering and Technology, Lahore, Pakistan

Sharing his comments & experience in Japan and Pakistan about needs of Internet for Kids, Teenagers and Youngsters.
Comments and Recommendations

Recorded Video Message

Dr. Razi Iqbal
Research Scientist (AP),
Al-Khawarizmi Institute of Computer Science
University of Engineering and Technology, Lahore, Pakistan.

Office: +92-42-99029450 Ext. 813
Email: razi.iqbal@kics.edu.pk

Fax: +92-42-99250246
URL: www.kics.edu.pk

Cell: +92-333-4532220
Q & A
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